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Abstract. In this study, our goal is to create a surgical navigation system that
takes stable measurements of a surgical area using RGB/depth cameras without
obstructions, such as the surgeon’s head or hands. We mounted three cutting-
edge D435 Intel RealSense Depth Cameras onto a ring and photographed the
surgical area from three directions. We also installed a robotic mechanical
system that can move the camera ring up and down so that the surgery can
proceed smoothly. First, we calibrated the coordinate systems so that the
coordinate systems of the three cameras (three-dimensional XYZ coordinate
system) align and their Y-axis (vertical axis) aligns with the moving axis of the
robot slider. Next, we captured an ArUco marker with each camera and visu-
alized its position within the camera coordinate system. After verifying that the
initial positions of the ArUco marker captured by the three cameras match, we
moved the robot slider up by 50 mm thrice and investigated the degree of
change in the measured position of the ArUco marker measured by the three
cameras. The results show that as the ArUco marker moves farther away, the
extent of error in the measured position of the ArUco marker increases. Addi-
tionally, the measured position of all the ArUco markers varied owing to the
digital pixel error in the two-dimensional images (the pixel in which the ArUco
marker is visible moves between neighboring pixels). Future work includes
checking that the calibration pattern and ArUco marker are parallel to the
camera ring and perpendicular to the robot slider using a level instrument;
packing the calibration pattern and ArUco marker horizontally with vinyl; and
implementing a moving average in the program to reduce pixel digital error in
the calculations to sub-pixel level.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, we have constructing surgical navigation systems for brain, kidney,
liver and so on. There are many navigation systems in the field of orthopedic surgery
because bones have few variations. In addition, we have a lot of navigation systems for
neurosurgery and otolaryngology [1, 2]. These include endoscopic and/or lap-aroscopic
surgery systems [3, 4] and robot surgery systems [5].

We have supported doctors by designing a sensor-based surgical operation navi-
gator for brain, kidney, liver and so on [6–13]. For these, it was essential to accurately
measure the surgical area with a depth camera to obtain a depth image. To accomplish
this, last year we built a new surgical area-measuring robot-mechanical system and
assessed the correlation between the distance the robot traveled and the change in
distance of the depth image [14–17].

In neurosurgery, doctors create surgery plans in conferences held beforehand based
on DICOM images from CT/MRI captured before the surgery. Doctors use the DICOM
images for neuronavigation during brain surgery to ensure that brain tumors are
accurately removed by the scalpel. However, cerebrospinal fluid may drain from the
brain or its surroundings during the surgery, which can cause displacement or defor-
mation of the brain. This is referred to as brain shift. Therefore, there may be some
displacement between the brain in the preoperative DICOM image and the intraoper-
ative actual brain for both the interior and the exterior. This could result in failure to
completely remove the tumor, even if the surgery is performed according to the nav-
igation system. There is also a possibility that the brain will become damaged due to
pressure applied to the bottom of the brain from brain shift. To overcome this issue, we
are constructing an advanced neurosurgery navigation system that enables doctors to
visualize the brain. The system photographs the movement and deformation of the
brain surface using sensors and simulates the brain movement and deformation in real-
time. In this study, we calibrate and align the coordinate systems of three cameras for
measuring the surgical area. We aligned the three 3-dimensional XYZ frames-of-
reference of the three cameras and aligned their Y axis (vertical axis) with the moving
axis of the robot slider. In general, the surgical area being measured is often obstructed
by the doctor’s head or hands, and it is often not possible to measure the surface of the
organ in the surgical area. However, our system photographs the surgical area using
three cameras with different poses. Therefore, at least one of the cameras can pho-
tograph the surgical area. By superimposing the video captured by one to three cam-
eras, it becomes possible to tell the surgical navigation system that the organ has moved
or deformed. It is important for the doctor to perform surgery in the way that is easiest.
Therefore, we installed a robot slider on the navigation system which moves the camera
ring as far up as needed when the camera ring interferes with the doctor’s ability to
operate accurately. In general, as the camera becomes closer to the surgical area, the
accuracy of the measurements of the movement and deformation increases. Finally, the
system performs a high-speed simulation of the brain shift in the DICOM image based
on the measurement of the organ displacement and movement, visualizes the brain shift
in the navigation system in real-time, and provides support for the doctor performing
the surgery by helping the doctor accurately detect the locations of malignant tumors
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and blood vessels. As a result, the system can decrease the surgery time and improve
the accuracy for neurosurgery.

In Sect. 2 of this study, we will explain our robotic-mechanical system including
three depth/RGB cameras for measuring some surgical area. In Sect. 3, we will focus
on calibration software of three cameras for capturing the surgical area precisely. In
succession, in Sect. 4, we will show calibration results using three depth/RGB cameras
controlled by the robotic-mechanical system. Finally, in Sect. 5, we will summarize
this result and discuss future improvements.

2 Experiment System

2.1 Overview

First, we used a ChArUco board to align the coordinate axes of three cameras and to
align the moving axis of the robot slider with the Y-axis. Next, we measured the
coordinates of the ArUco markers. After verifying that the measurements of the marker
positions measured by the three cameras match, we raised the robot slider, and con-
firmed that the coordinates of the ArUco markers changed by the same amount as the
amount of movement.

2.2 Preparations

Equipment used in this experiment:

• Intel Real Sense Depth Camera D435 (Fig. 1): Measures the location of the markers
and captures RGB and depth images of the organs. The former measurement
measures feature points on the organ surfaces and amount of movement through
SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping). The latter directly measures the
changes in the shape of the organ surface. The measurements are used to update the
movement and deformation of the organ model in the surgical navigation system.

• Robot slider: moves the camera ring up and down
• ChArUco board (7 � 5): Performs calibration of the camera coordinates (for

aligning the three-dimensional XYZ camera coordinate system of the three cameras,
and for aligning their Y axis (vertical axis) with the robot slider’s moving axis)

• ArUco markers: To be installed at the location that we want to measure after
performing calibration of the camera coordinates.

Fig. 1. Intel Real Sense Depth Camera D435
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About the Intel Real Sense Depth Camera D435
The Intel Real Sense Depth Camera D435 is a stereo vision depth camera that can
measure the distance to an object. The D435 includes an RGB camera and two depth
sensors (infrared sensors). The specifications are listed in Table 1.

Robot Slider
The system which moves the ring with the three cameras mounted onto it up and down
accurately is an RS1 single-axis robot from Misumi (Fig. 2). The specifications are
listed in Table 2.

ArUco Markers
ArUco markers are used for estimating position and pose using a camera (Fig. 3). We
use the ArUco markers included in OpenCV Contrib in OpenCV. ArUco markers are
black and white squares in a binary format. Advantages of ArUco markers include that
they are easy to detect and that they are fast to calculate.

ChArUco Board
A ChArUco board is a combination of a chessboard and ArUco markers (Fig. 4).
ArUco markers can be rapidly detected and have a diverse variety of patterns. How-
ever, one issue with ArUco markers is that the accuracy of the detection of the corner
position is low. Therefore, the corner accuracy is compensated by combining the
markers with a black and white chessboard. We used the ChArUco board sample in
OpenCVContrib.

Table 1. Intel RealSense Depth Camera D435 Specifications

Items Explanation

Use environment Indoor/indoor
Depth technology Active IR stereo (global shutter)
Main Intel RealSense component Intel RealSense Vision Processor D4, Intel

RealSense module D430
Depth sensor field of view
(horizontal � vertical � diagonal)

91.2° � 65.5° � 100.6° (±3°)

Output resolution (depth Stream) Up to 1280 � 720
Output frame rate (depth Stream) Up to 90 fps
Minimum depth distance (min-Z) 0.2 m
Shutter type Global shutter
Maximum range Approximately 10 m (varies depending on

calibration, scene, and lighting conditions)
Resolution and frame rate (RGB
sensor)

1920 � 1080@30 fps

RGB sensor field of view (horizontal
� vertical � diagonal)

69.4° � 42.5° � 77° (±3°)

Camera dimensions (length � depth
� height)

90 mm � 25 mm � 25 mm

Connectors USB3.0 Type-C
Mounting mechanism 1 � 1/4-20 UNC thread mounting point, 2 � M3

thread mounting points
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Fig. 2. RS1 robot slider used in the experiment (manufactured by Misumi)

Table 2. Robot slider RS1 specifications

Items Explanation

Type Slider
Drive method Rolled ball-screw
Input power DC24V
Position detector Resolver incremental method
Table width 41 mm
Table length 58 mm
Positioning repeatability ±20 lm
Motor mounting direction Straight
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3 Experiment Content

In this experiment, we mounted three D435 cameras to a ring-shaped fixture attached to
the single-axis robot, as shown in Fig. 5. The cameras were mounted such that the
entire ChArUco board was visible from all the cameras. Because the angles of the
sensor cameras are fixed by the fixture, we adjusted the size of the ChArUco board and
adjusted its height by pasting it onto a box.

Fig. 3. ArUco marker

Fig. 4. ChArUco board
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First, we used the ChArUco board to calibrate the coordinate systems of the three
cameras and the robot coordinate system. Next, we captured the ArUco markers in the
cameras, and verified whether the three cameras could accurately measure their coor-
dinates [18]. To verify this, we captured 9 ArUco markers simultaneously with the
cameras as shown in Fig. 6 and verified whether the coordinates of the 9 markers were
on a plane (Fig. 7). If the 9 measurement points are not on a plane, then we check the
code in the program in Figs. 8 and 9 and change the settings for the ChArUco board
and the ArUco markers to enable the accurate detection of coordinates. Once it can
detect accurate coordinates, we move the single-axis robot up by 50 mm, 100 mm, and
150 mm, measure the coordinates of the ArUco markers, and evaluate the amount of
error.

The procedures for our experiment are described below. The camera calibration
described above refers to finding the intrinsic parameters, which are unique to the
camera, and the extrinsic parameters, which represent the pose of the camera in the
world coordinate system. After completing camera calibration, it is possible to calculate
the pixel within the camera image onto which an arbitrary point in the 3-dimensional
XYZ coordinate system will be projected, and to calculate the position within the 3-
dimensional coordinate system that corresponds to projection points in multiple cam-
eras. It is also possible to compensate for distortion (tangential and radial directions)
unique to each camera. In general, the calibration method that can be applied depends
on the number of cameras and the available equipment. OpenCV implements the
method proposed by [19].

Fig. 5. Single-axis robot used in the experiment setup
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Fig. 6. Measurement of 9 ArUco markers

Fig. 7. 9 ArUco markers on the 3D monitor

1 CCameraParameterscameraParameters; 
2 cameraParameters.load("../../data/camera_parameters.xml"); 
3  
4 CCharucoBoardcharucoBoard(5, 7, 28.0, cv::aruco::DICT_4X4_50); 
5 CArucoMarkerarucoMarker(cv::aruco::DICT_5X5_100); 

Fig. 8. Source code for ChArUco board settings
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3.1 Reading in the Calibration Image (ChArUco Board)

We attached three D435 cameras to the camera ring and captured the ChArUco board
(7 � 5) in all the cameras. Although there is no rule that determines the number of
static images that should be captured, capturing several tens of images will give suf-
ficient calibration accuracy.

3.2 Processing the ChArUco Board Image

Here, we scan the corners of the ChArUco board from the lower left to the upper right
corner and detect them. To increase the calibration accuracy, we edit the corners to sub-
pixel accuracy (units of 0.5 pixels). Once all the corners have been detected correctly,
the corners are drawn in 7 internally-defined colors. If not, all the corners are drawn in
red. Therefore, we perform this process until all the corners are draw in the 7 internally-
defined colors.

3.3 Formulation of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Parameters

First, we estimate the camera intrinsic parameters and the distortion coefficients. The
intrinsic parameters correspond to A in the equation below.

s m ¼ A Rjt½ � M

• m: Coordinates of the point projected onto the image plane
• A: Camera intrinsic parameter matrix
• R|t: Translation/rotation homogeneous coordinate matrix (extrinsic parameter

matrix)
• M: 3-dimensional coordinates in the world coordinate system

Next, we estimate the pose using the detected corners and the intrinsic parameters
and obtain the rotation vector and the translation vector. Here, we convert the rotation
vector to a matrix using Rodrigues’s rotation formula, combine the matrix with the
translation vector, and obtain a 3 � 3 rotation matrix. Then, we include the translation

1 float z = 0.0f;
2 if (arucoMarker.detectMarkers(color[i], cameraParameters)) {
3 arucoMarker.drawMarkers(color[i]);
4  
5 std::vector<cv::Vec3d>rvecs;
6 std::vector<cv::Vec3d>tvecs;
7 arucoMarker.estimatePoseMarkers(33.0f, cameraParameters, rvecs, tvecs);
8 arucoMarker.drawAxis(color[i], cameraParameters);

Fig. 9. Source code for ArUco markers.
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vector to create a 4 � 3 matrix, and include (0,0,0,1) to obtain the 4 � 4 extrinsic
parameter matrix (homogeneous coordinate transform matrix).

3.4 Estimation of Intrinsic Parameters and Extrinsic Parameters

Here, we estimate the camera’s extrinsic parameters ([R|t] in the above equation). The
extrinsic parameters refer to the set of parameters that represent the transformation from
the origin of the world coordinate system (3-dimensional coordinate system) to the
camera coordinate system. In this calibration process, we estimate the camera’s
intrinsic parameters and the extrinsic parameters for each view. First, we assume that
the internal parameters are known, and estimate an initial value for the camera pose.
We apply the global Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm to minimize the re-
projection error. The algorithm adjusts the extrinsic parameters such that the sum of the
squares of the distances between the measurements of the actual points and the esti-
mated points that were calculated using the intrinsic parameters and the camera pose is
minimized. When the calibration is successful, the 3D monitor displays the location of
the camera mounted at D in red, the location of the camera mounted at B in green, and
the location of the camera mounted at F in blue, as shown in Fig. 10.

3.5 ArUco Marker Measurement Evaluation Experiment

As shown in Fig. 11, we placed one ArUco marker on the ChArUco board (7 � 5) and
measured its location. Then, we moved the robot slider by 50 mm three times and
measured the location of the ArUco marker until the robot slider reached 150 mm.

Fig. 10. Camera position after calibration
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4 Experiment Results

Here, we mounted the three cameras onto the ring, moved the robot slider up and down,
and checked whether the amount of change in the measured location of the ArUco
marker matched the amount of movement of the ring.

First, the locations at which cameras can be installed and the locations at which the
cameras were installed are shown in Fig. 12. Figures 13, 14, and 15 are from a video
that was captured in Visual Studio. In the 3-dimensional XYZ space that is shown (the
Y axis is the vertical axis, and XZ is the horizontal plane), the red line represents the X
axis, the blue line represents the Y axis, and the green line represents the Z axis.
Figure 13 shows an image that was captured by Camera_0 mounted at location B
(green circle), Fig. 14 shows an image that was captured by Camera_1 mounted at
location D (red circle), and Fig. 15 shows an image that was captured by Camera_2
mounted at location F (blue circle). We also changed the locations of the cameras and
took the measurements; however, because there is almost no error in the coordinates,
the placement of the cameras did not have an impact. Next, Figs. 16, 17, and 18
represent the coordinates of one ArUco marker on the 3D monitor from three directions
using the three cameras. The locations of Camera_0, Camera_1, and Camera_2 are
each shown with a large green, red, and blue box. Meanwhile, the ArUco markers
measured by the cameras are shown with a small green, red, and blue box. These
figures show that the small green, red, and blue boxes perfectly overlap, which means

Fig. 11. Placing ArUco marker on top of the ChArUco board
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that the cameras can measure the coordinates of the ArUco marker accurately without
any interference between the cameras’ depth sensors (infrared sensors).

In addition, Figs. 19, 20, and 21 show the 3D monitor images when the camera ring
is moved in increments of 50 mm in the Y-axis direction by the robot slider. The
images show that as the cameras move further away from the ArUco marker, error
appears in the measured location. The error is represented in the graph shown in
Fig. 22, which shows a plot of the change in the location of the ArUco marker.

Next, we explain the graph shown in Fig. 22. First, the coordinate of the vertical
(Y) axis of Camera_0 (yellow line) was 0 mm, the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of
Camera_1 (red line) was 0.6 mm, and the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of
Camera_2 (blue line) was 4.4 mm. This shows that the error in the measurement of the
ArUco marker location has a minimum of below 1 mm, and a maximum of 5 mm. This
is the initial error. According to surgeons, the acceptable range for error is several mm
for neurosurgery, and approximately 1 cm for liver surgery. Therefore, this amount of
error will not have a large impact on surgery.

Next, when we moved the camera ring by 50 mm, the coordinate of the vertical
(Y) axis of Camera_0 was 52.4 mm, the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of Cam-
era_1 was 54.7 mm, and the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of Camera_2 was
52.5 mm. This shows that the error was approximately 4 mm at maximum. Next, when
we moved the camera ring by 100 mm, the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of
Camera_0 was 111.4 mm, the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of Camera_1 was
115.9 mm, and the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of Camera_2 was 110.0 mm.

This shows that an additional error of approximately 15 mm appeared. Lastly,
when we moved the camera ring by 150 mm, the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of
Camera_0 was 166.9 mm, the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of Camera_1 was
169.0 mm, and the coordinate of the vertical (Y) axis of Camera_2 was 162.6 mm.
This shows that an error of approximately 20 mm appeared.

Fig. 12. Positions at which cameras can be mounted.
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Fig. 13. Camera_0 video. (Color figure online)

Fig. 14. Camera_1 video. (Color figure online)

Fig. 15. Camera_2 video. (Color figure online)
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These results show that as the ArUco marker moves further away from the camera,
the measurement error of the ArUco marker increases. If the cameras are raised too far,
the error can exceed the limit for surgery.

In addition, the location of the ArUco marker varied severely when the red line was
near 50 mm and 150 mm and when the blue line was near 100 mm. These variations
are not due to physical vibrations of the robot slider or the camera ring but are rather
due to pixel digital error that comes from fluctuations of the pixel in which the ArUco
marker is captured.

Letters of the alphabet are assigned to locations A through F. The cameras can be
mounted at these locations.

Fig. 16. Coordinate_1 of ArUco marker where 3 points overlap. (Color figure online)

Fig. 17. Coordinate_2 of ArUco marker where 3 points overlap. (Color figure online)
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5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this study, we calibrated three D435 RGB/depth cameras by aligning three
3-dimensional camera coordinate systems and aligning their Z-axis with the moving
axis of a robot slider. We moved the robot slider up by 50 mm twice and evaluated
whether the change in the measured location of the marker measured by the three
cameras matches the displacement. The results show that as the distance between the
camera and the marker increased, the error in the location of the marker also increased.
However, the direction of the error was not random, and was constant. The error might
be due to the impact of the offset in the installation of the camera ring or the robot
slider. Therefore, we will use separate devices, such as a leveler, to evaluate whether
this factor has an impact. Furthermore, the location also sometimes varies due to the
digital error in the image pixels. It is possible to modify the software so that the

Fig. 18. Coordinate_3 of ArUco marker where 3 points overlap. (Color figure online)

Fig. 19. Coordinates when the single-axis robot is moved in the Y-axis direction by 50 mm.
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Fig. 20. Coordinates when the single-axis robot is moved in the Y-axis direction by 100 mm.

Fig. 21. Coordinates when the single-axis robot is moved in the Y-axis direction by 150 mm.

Fig. 22. Coordinates when the single-axis robot is moved in the Y-axis direction by increments
of 50 mm. (Color figure online)
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3-dimensional location of the marker becomes constant by processing the position in
the image in which the marker was visible to sub-pixel level less than 0.5, or by using a
moving average to measure the position. Lastly, because the angle at which the cameras
capture the surgical area is currently constant, the surgical area can sometimes leave the
camera’s field-of-view as the robot slider moves up. Therefore, we want to use a fixture
that allows the angle to be adjusted freely so that the camera will always capture the
surgical area even when the camera ring is moved up and down by the robot slider.
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